Advances in Probing Wood-Coating Interface by Microscopy: A Review
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ABSTRACT

Surface coatings provide protection to wood products against weathering and other deteriorating factors, such as moisture uptake and microbial invasion. The effectiveness of coatings depends on many factors, including how well the applied coatings adhere to the wood surface. Coating adhesion to wood involves both chemical and physical interactions between the coating and wood tissues in contact, and the particular focus of this mini-review will be on the advances being made in understanding the physical aspects of the interaction by probing wood-coating interface using novel and high resolution imaging techniques, including confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM), SEM-backscattered electron imaging and correlative microscopy employing light, confocal and scanning electron microscopy.
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1. Introduction

Wood products exposed in service under outdoor conditions can deteriorate from the damaging effects of solar radiation, which can cause weathering of cell walls [1-10], and cell wall degradation by microorganisms [11,12]. Application of suitable coatings to the product surface can significantly extend the service life by preventing solar radiation from reaching the wood surface and organisms and moisture to come in direct contact with the underlying wood tissues. Among the factors that influence coating performance coating adhesion to wood is of major importance [13], which primarily depends on coating penetration into wood [14] and mechanical anchorage through entanglement of coatings within penetrated surface and subsurface layers of wood tissues [15,16]. Examining wood-coating interface is therefore important to understand the nature of wood-coating interaction, information that can be helpful in evaluating adhesion and performance of applied coatings and ultimately in optimizing formulations and processes to achieve high durability of wood-coating composites.

Microscopy has been the most widely applied tool to examine and image wood-coating interface. Whereas the majority microscopic studies have aimed to record information on depth to which the applied coatings can penetrate into wood products made from different wood types as well as those variously surfaced [14,17-24], specialized microscopic techniques have also been developed and employed that can resolve wood-coating interface more clearly, providing improved understanding of wood-coating interaction at cellular and subcellular levels [15,16,25]. In this mini-review the focus will be on these technical advances in probing wood-coating interface, often involving a combination of different types of microscopes that differ in their imaging capabilities and can provide complementary information. The information presented is in a broader context to include places of physical contact of coatings with the surfaces of wood products to which they are applied as well as all contact interfaces between penetrated coatings and cell walls around cell lumens and lining cell wall cracks within tissue layers underneath the surface.

2. Novel Microscopic Approaches for Imaging Wood-Coating Interface

The importance of coating adhesion for coating durability and performance has been recognized for a long time. Among the factors that influence coating adhesion to wood surface, coating penetration into and entanglement within surface and subsurface tissues are important, as improvements in water repellency result in greater dimensional stability and less cracking of wood in outdoor exposures, aspects that have been emphasized in several
studies [14,23,24,26]. The importance of capillary penetration, i.e. coating penetration into larger pores within wood tissues such as lumens of vessels, tracheids and rays, can perhaps be best appreciated from the visual appearance of microscopic images illustrated in a study that combined light microscopy and transmission electron microscopy to understand the mechanism of failure of a clear coating applied to radiata pine (Pinus radiata) wood panels [9]. In this outdoor exposure study the clear coating had failed due mainly to wood failure, involving cell separation in the middle lamella region, resulting from preferential degradation of lignin by UV radiation [4]. Coating adhesion with underlying wood tissues had not been compromised within the period of exposure, judging by the presence of outer layers of intact wood tissues attached to separated segments of the coating. Even in regions showing partial film detachment, the coating film was continuous with the coating material present in rays, resisting coating detachment in contact regions. Further advances in understanding wood-coating interactions have come from the development and use of novel microscopic approaches individually and in combination, which is the main focus of this review. The review is based on others’ work as well as author’s own investigations.

3. Imaging of Wood-Coating Interface by Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM)

CLSM is proving as an important information tool in many areas of biological research because of its capabilities in combining non-destructive optical sectioning through relatively thick samples and 3-D reconstruction based on images produced from sequential optical sections. This eliminates the need for using chemical fixation and polymer embedding for serial sectioning, which can alter cellular structures and is a time-consuming and tedious way of obtaining information from a large volume of tissues. CLSM also produces sharper images than achievable by other optical microscopes, because with the help of an aperture out-of-focus fluorescence is largely eliminated, which results in an increase in contrast, image clarity and detection sensitivity. Additionally, because of its capabilities for live cell imaging, in cell biological, physiological and molecular studies CLSM is proving to be a highly desirable tool for obtaining spatial and temporal information at high resolution, making it possible to understand the intricacies of such vital processes as molecular and organelle dynamics, intra- and intercellular communication and signal perception and processing.

In wood coatings area, a study [15] comparing CLSM and light microscopy (LM) to image the interface between P. radiata wood and a clear coating showed CLSM to be markedly superior to LM in obtaining information on the physical nature of interaction between the coating and the surface and outermost subsurface tissue layers (Figure 1). Whereas the contact interface appeared ‘fuzzy’ in LM images, CLSM clearly resolved the interface, enabling coating penetration into fine cracks, which apparently formed during the surfacing of wood with planer knives, to be clearly visualized. As the presence of small size cracks can greatly increase the cell wall surface area for contact with applied coatings, and thus enhancing coating adhesion through mechanical interlocking, it is important to develop and use micro-
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scopic techniques that not only provide information on coating penetration into wood microcapillaries, such as lumens of vessels, tracheids and rays [23] but can also reveal penetration into cell wall cracks formed during the surfacing of wood products. Although scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) offer greater resolution compared to CLSM, imaging of wood-coating interface using such tools requires special preparation techniques to visualize coatings [25] and involve rather labor-intensive and time-consuming processing of samples [5]. CLSM can provide high resolution images within a relatively short time, particularly when images are captured in one plane from a single optical slice, and thus has the potential for wide applications in wood coatings research.

4. Correlative Microscopy in Wood Coatings Research

While LM [23], CLSM [15] and SEM [14, 24] have provided valuable understanding of coating penetration into wood, which can be related to coating adhesion, more novel technical approaches, such as correlative microscopy [16] and X-ray imaging and analysis [27] are providing more complete information on wood-coating interaction. Here an example is presented where comparison of LM, CLSM and SEM was made for their capabilities to resolve greatly distorted surface tissues in a *P. radiata* panel that had been band-sawn to produce a highly rough surface texture in order to understand the pattern of distribution of a stain coating within these tissues. In this study [16] *P. radiata* plywood had been saw-textured to prepare a rough surface which was subsequently coated with a film-forming acrylic stain coating. For correlative microscopy, sections were transversely cut across wood-coating interface using a sliding microtome, and stained with toluidine blue, a stain widely used to contrast lignified cell walls [28]. The sections were initially examined by LM, which was useful in screening the sections to capture a large number of images of the highly irregular surface with greatly distorted tissues to compare earlywood and latewood tissues for micromorphological differences and in the extent of distortions. However, LM proved inadequate in clearly resolving individual cells and differentiating cell walls from cell lumens particularly in the highly distorted tissues. Using LM alone it was therefore not possible to clearly trace penetration pathways of the applied coating and the pattern of its distribution within distorted surface tissues. Same sections were then examined sequentially by LM, CLSM and SEM, imaging the same tissue region, to compare imaging capabilities of the three different microscope systems in resolving distorted tissues with a view to obtain more complete information on coating penetration and distribution (Figure 2).
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The surface tissue region examined correlatively and sequentially by LM, CLSM and SEM was extremely distorted resulting from twisting of tissues relative to the plane of the underlying base tissues. The depth into the tissues from which information can be extracted using LM is very limited compared to CLSM or SEM. Thus, whereas the twisted tissue region appeared ‘fuzzy’ under LM, the features of individual cells within this tissue mass were clearly resolved by both CLSM and SEM. CLSM proved most suitable, as the brilliant color contrast differentiation achieved between the coating and cell walls enabled the intricate pattern of coating penetration and distribution within the distorted tissue mass to be clearly visualized. In addition to coating penetration of cell lumens, the presence of coating within the small size cell wall cracks formed during band-sawing of the panel surface was confirmed, which helps explain the observed excellent outdoor performance of a similar texture-coating system [29].

The example of the work employing correlative microscopy presented here demonstrates the value of obtaining information at cell and cell wall levels. In addition to coating penetration into cell lumens, coating penetration into smaller size gaps and spaces (such as cell wall cracks) within the surface and subsurface tissues is important for effective coating anchorage and thus coating adhesion to wood [30]. This is particularly relevant to highly textured wood surfaces where rather fragile surface tissues have to be stabilized through enhanced coating absorption and effective coating penetration.

5. SEM-Backscattered Electron Imaging of Wood-Coating Interface

The majority studies employing SEM and associated techniques have primarily aimed to assess the depth of coating penetration [14,20,22-24]. SEM is a high resolution imaging tool with the capability of providing cellular and subcellular level information. However, one major disadvantage with SEM in coatings research is that coatings and wood tissues are not well differentiated because of a similar grayish appearance.

Here we examine a study where SEM-backscattered technique was employed to greatly enhance the contrast of a coating material against the cell walls of penetrated wood tissues, enabling the pathways of coating penetration and the pattern of coating distribution to be clearly resolved (Figure 3). This study used a wood panel-coating system similar to that described in the section 4 of this paper. Saw-textured radiata pine plywood panels were coated with a oil modified stain. Sections cut transversely through the wood-coating interface were treated with osmium tetroxide, a heavy metal stain that reacted with the oil borne coating but not with wood cell walls.

Figure 3. (a), (b) FE-SEM micrographs of the same section taken in secondary electron (a) and backscattered electron (b) imaging modes. In (a) the coating material is poorly differentiated, from wood cell walls because of a similar contrast, but in (b) the bright appearing coating material is clearly resolved. Bars = 100 μm; (c), (d) High magnification FE-SEM micrographs of the same tissue region in a section taken in secondary electron (c) and backscattered electron (d) imaging modes. In (c) the coating material is poorly differentiated from cell walls, but in (d) the presence of bright appearing coating material within cell lumens and fine cell wall cracks (arrows) is clearly resolved. Bars = 10 μm. All micrographs in this figure are reproduced from JCT Research, Vol. 4, No. 2, 2007.
The osmium treated sections were first imaged with SEI (secondary electron imaging) mode of a FE-SEM (field emission scanning electron microscope), and the same sections were then viewed under BEI (backscattered electron imaging) mode. Comparison of the two imaging modes using the same sections showed a distinct advantage of the BEI imaging over the SEI imaging. Whereas in the SEI mode the coating was poorly differentiated from wood tissues, in the BEI mode the coating material appeared bright and thus was readily differentiated from wood tissues, which enabled the intricate pathway of coating penetration and distribution within the highly distorted saw-textured surface tissues to be readily examined, including penetration of the coating material into very small size cell wall cracks present within these tissues. Osmium tetroxide staining of the coating material was a critical step in the process.

Backscattered electron imaging provides information on the presence and location of high atomic number substances within a specimen, which appear bright under this imaging mode due to high yields of backscattered electron signals, and this was the basis for coupling the heavy metal osmium tetroxide with the coating. Osmium tetroxide has been used previously as a stain or tracer in cases involving backscattered electron imaging [31,32], but in the work described above it was the first time backscattered electron imaging was used to undertake high resolution imaging work on the penetration and distribution of a coating into wood. Similar approach can also work for examining other coating systems with wood tissues, provided suitable high atomic number substances can be employed that can specifically react with the coatings of interest, and without affinity for wood cell walls.

6. Conclusion

While light microscopy has been useful in determining the depth of coating penetration into wood, it is not suitable for examining wood-coating interface because of its inability to clearly resolve particularly the interface between the outermost surface layer of wood tissues and the applied coating. The novel and more specific microscopy approaches employed in more recent years are proving valuable in wood-coating interaction studies, particularly involving rough-texture wood surfaces containing highly distorted tissues.

7. Future Prospects

The technical advances discussed in imaging wood-coating interface are providing greater understanding of the physical aspects of wood-coating interaction. Combined use of microscopy techniques with complementary capabilities can provide more complete information, and in future wood-coating studies the scope of this approach should expand.

The majority microscopic studies undertaken have mainly focused on examining depth of coating penetration. While understanding of this is important in the context of evaluation of coating adhesion, higher resolution imaging should be combined to understand particularly the effect of surface preparation on wood tissues at finer levels. As documented by CLSM [15], even relatively smooth surfaced with planer knives can generate cracks of varying dimensions within cell walls, which collectively can significantly increase cell wall surface areas, thus enhancing the anchorage of penetrated coating material. While LM can still serve as the basic imaging tool for rapid assessment of coating penetration and distribution, the scope in future studies should widen to include the assessment using also tools that can provide 3-D imaging capability and high resolution, such as CLSM, FE-SEM and TEM, which in addition to revealing the finer aspects of wood-coating interaction can provide useful information for assessing coating performance, such as demonstrated in a study employing TEM [5].
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